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STONE HARBOR HARDWARE EXPANDS CABINET HARDWARE 
LINE WITH FOUR NEW COLLECTIONS  

 
Orlando, Fla. – February 8, 2022 – To create the perfect look, designers and builders need to bring the 

right pieces together. With Stone Harbor Hardware’s new cabinet hardware collections, designers, 

builders, architects and homeowners have even more resources to help create their dream kitchen or 

bathroom. 

 The company has introduced four new cabinet hardware collections: Zephyr, Metropolis, 

Plateau, and Rubicon. The Zephyr, Plateau and Metropolis collections are available in the popular 

matte black, satin nickel and vintage bronze finishes, while the Rubicon collection comes in matte black 

and satin nickel. Each collection includes the following pieces:  

Zephyr Plateau Rubicon Metropolis 
96mm pull 96mm pull 96mm pull 96mm pull 
128mm pull 128mm pull 128mm pull 128mm pull 
160mm pull 160mm pull 160mm pull 160mm pull 
192mm pull 192mm pull 192mm pull 192mm pull 
224mm pull 224mm pull 224mm pull 224mm pull 
256mm pull 256mm pull 256mm pull 1-7/32” knob 

    
“With this expansion, we truly offer something for everyone,” said Erich Russ, president of Stone 

Harbor Hardware. “The Metropolis’ Art Deco-inspired design is perfect for transitional homes, and the 

Rubicon’s slim profile offers a modern twist on a classic shape, while our Zephyr and Plateau 

collections feature sleek, modern styling.”  

  The Rubicon, Zephyr, Plateau and Metropolis collections will be available later this summer.  

 All Stone Harbor cabinet knobs and pulls include cabinet screws for easy installation. The 

hardware is packaged in case-cut boxes, making it ideal for displaying on store shelves. Design and 

Construction week attendees can see the new collections, along with the rest of the Stone Harbor 

product line, at booth #S1400.   

Established in 2010, Stone Harbor Hardware LLC manufactures and distributes quality builders, 

bath, cabinet, door and closet hardware. For more information about the company, please visit 

www.stoneharborhardware.com.  
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